


WATERMAN 50ML BOTTLED INK 6 COLOURS  

Revel in the classical method of writing with these high quality fountain pen inks. The elegant ritual of  

filling ink from the bottle elevates writing experiences to new heights of sophistication. Deliver bold lines 

and fluid curves with grace and authority with your Waterman pen and ink bottle. Available in a variety  

of intense and brilliant colours.  

RRP £8.00   



WATERMAN PERMANENT INK CARTRIDGES BLACK & BLUE 

Let your ideas flow freely across the page, with a range of 

inks as individual and adventurous as your own  

imagination.  

This set of eight Long Ink Cartridges are ideal for use  

with your Waterman fountain pen.  

RRP £3.75   

WATERMAN MEDIUM BALLPEN REFILLS BLACK & BLUE  

Everything flows effortlessly with a Waterman ballpoint pen. 

Ideal for when writing is spontaneous as this ink has a long 

lasting supply and writes naturally across many types of  

paper.  

RRP £5.49   

MONT BLANC BALL PEN AND ROLLERBALL REFILLS 

BLACK & BLUE 

Mont Blanc Ball pen and rollerball Refills supplied in 

packs of 2. Made for Mont Blanc pens, comfortably 

packaged in a slide-out box.  

 

MONT BLANC BALLPEN  RRP £22.50   

MONT BLANC ROLLERBALL  RRP £22.50 



PARKER MEDIUM BALLPEN REFILLS BLACK & BLUE 

Parker quink flow ink offers consistently smooth 

writing on paper. Beautifully pigmented ink captures 

your thoughts on paper. Medium ballpoint tips are 

ideal for everyday writing.  

RRP £4.99   

RRP £4.99   

PARKER MEDIUM ROLLERBALL REFILLS BLACK & BLUE 

Smooth and fluid, PARKER rollerball refills provide a 

writing experience that’s at once elegant and practical. 

Each rollerball pen refill is filled with premium QUINK 

ink that’s renowned for creating permanent, easy-to-

read and intense marks.  

PARKER QUINK CARTRIDGES BLACK & BLUE 5 PACKS 

Experience fountain pen writing with the convenience 

of a cartridge. PARKER QUINK ink cartridges are filled 

with deep, permanent and smooth writing ink that’s 

renowned for its quality. PARKER fountain pen  

cartridges invite you to enjoy a more personal and  

refined style of writing.  

RRP £3.25   



PARKER 2oz BOTTLED INK WASHABLE BLUE, PERMANENT 

BLUE, BLUE/BLACK, BLACK BOXED 

Parker 2oz bottled ink with added lubricity for a smooth flow. Deeply pigmented, permanent  
and quick drying quink ink in elegant glass bottles with screw tops.  

 
The deeply saturated colours and a smooth-writing formula are combined for a luxurious  

writing experience.  
 

An elegant and trusted choice, PARKER fountain pen ink comes in a carefully designed glass  
bottle that has a screw top to prevent leaks.  

COLOURS: Washable Blue, Permanent Blue, Blue/Black, Washable Black  

RRP £6.50   



PARKER JOTTER DUO BALL PEN & FOUNTAIN 

PEN SETS CHROME AND GOLD TRIM 

Parker Jotter Duo features one Jotter Ballpoint Pen and 
one Jotter Fountain Pen presented in a premium gift box; 

ideal for celebrating a graduation or new job.  
Ballpoint pen is fitted with a blue Quinkflow refill for 

smooth, reliable writing; also accepts Parker Quink gel 
refills.  

Fountain pen has a medium, feather-shaped stainless 

steel nib and tapered silhouette for a truly premium 

writing experience.  

PARKER IM DUO BALL PEN & FOUNTAIN PEN 

SETS BLACK CHROME AND BLACK GOLD TRIM 

Duo features one IM Ballpoint Pen and one IM Fountain 
Pen presented in a premium gift box; ideal for  

professionals.IM pens combine comfort and simplicity 
with high-performance functionality. 

Ballpoint pen features a push button mechanism and is 
fitted with a blue Quinkflow refill for smooth, reliable 

writing; also accepts PARKER Quink gel refills.  
Fountain pen has a medium stainless steel nib with a long 

blue Quink cartridge for a sophisticated writing  
experience.  

PARKER URBAN DUO MATT BLACK GOLD TRIM 

BALL PEN & FOUNTAIN PEN SET  

Distinctive style with remarkable performance. The  

eye-catching Urban takes over a century of PARKER  

tradition into dynamic new territory. With its inimitable 

curved design and range of finishes, it was crafted to  

compliment personal style and elevate the confidence 

behind every word.  

CHROME   RRP £29.99    

GOLD TRIM   RRP £29.99    

CHROME   RRP £39.99    

GOLD TRIM   RRP £39.99    

  RRP £49.99    

PARKER CHRISTMAS BALL PEN & FOUNTAIN PEN GIFT SETS 



PARKER VECTOR BLACK FOUNTAIN PEN  

Parker Vector Fountain Pen. The perfect introduction to Parker pens, 

featuring a sharp, accessible design, and a practical cylinder shape.  

RRP £14.99   

PARKER ORIGINAL JOTTER BALLPENS BLACK, BLUE 

Jotter originals, the original design icon capturing thoughts and inspiring new ideas since 1954.  

The range of PARKER ballpoint pens combine Jotter's distinctive silhouette, signature click and arrow  

clip with a retro colour palette that pays tribute to over 60 years of writing excellence.  

PARKER JOTTER BLACK FOUNTAIN PEN 

Jotter Originals is true to its origins. Combining Jotter's distinctive silhouette and the iconic Parker arrow 

clip, it is the original design icon, capturing thoughts and inspiring new ideas since 1954. With a stainless 

steel cap that is complemented by a glossy and colourful barrel.  

BALL PENS RRP £8.99    

FOUNTAIN PEN RRP £12.99   



CROSS BAILEY LIGHT LAQUER BALL PENS WITH 

GOLD TRIM  

Cross Bailey light ball pens with a retractable twist  

mechanism and gold-plated accents. As elegant and  

classically-styled as the Bailey but weighs less thanks to its 

glossy resin body.  

BLACK, WHITE, BURGUNDY, GREEN, AMBER 

EACH PEN SUPPLIED IN A GIFT BOX  

RRP £21.00   

CROSS BAILEY LIGHT LAQUER ROLLERBALL PENS 

WITH GOLD TRIM  

Cross Bailey light rollerball pens with a secure click-on cap 

mechanism and gold-plated accents. As elegant and  

classically-styled as the Bailey but weighs less thanks to its 

glossy resin body.  

BLACK, WHITE, BURGUNDY, GREEN, AMBER 

EACH PEN SUPPLIED IN A GIFT BOX 

RRP £25.00   

CROSS BAILEY LIGHT LAQUER FOUNTAIN PENS 

WITH GOLD TRIM  

Cross Bailey light fountain pens with a secure click-on cap 

mechanism and gold-plated accents. As elegant and  

classically-styled as the Bailey but weighs less thanks to its  

glossy resin body. Compatible with Cross push-in  

converter.  

BLACK, WHITE, BURGUNDY, GREEN, AMBER  

EACH PEN SUPPLIED IN A GIFT BOX 

RRP £26.00   



CROSS MEDIUM & FINE BALL PEN REFILLS BLACK & BLUE  

Cross medium ball pen refills in black and blue in retail hang packs. Smooth writing medium 

ballpoint with a long lasting ink formula. Suitable for all screw-in refill Cross pens.  

RRP £4.25     

CROSS MEDIUM ROLLERBALL REFILLS BLACK & BLUE  

Cross medium rollerball refills in black and blue in retail hang 
packs. Gel ink rolling ball refill for all Selectip pens. Black ink 

with medium nib which is suitable for general-purpose writing, 
highly reliable and convenient for use on all  

paper.  

CROSS PERMANENT CARTRIDGES BLACK & BLUE 

CARD OF 6 

 

High quality Cross permanent cartridges in black and blue. 

Each retail hang pack contains six 4cm cartridges. The ink is 

formulated to provide superior writing characteristics and 

complete compatibility with Cross fine writing instruments.  

RRP £3.75   

RRP £4.25  



SHEAFFER CLASSIC CARTRIDGES BLACK & BLUE  

Classic ink never goes out of style—put a fine point 

on your writing with the Sheaffer classic ink cartridge 

designed to fit all standard Sheaffer fountain pens, 

vintage and modern.  

Create bold, clean lines with this eye-catching and 

smoothly flowing ink so you can unleash your  

creativity and personalise all of your documents.  

RRP £4.20    

SHEAFFER K BALLPEN REFILLS BLACK & BLUE  

This reliable ballpoint refill fits into the Sheaffer  

ballpoint pens, making a quality companion to  

provide a smooth writing experience for kids,  

adults, students and professionals alike.  

 

RRP £5.50    

SHEAFFER SLIMLINE ROLLER BALL REFILLS BLACK & BLUE 

These convenient refills come in a blister pack so you can 

bring your ink wherever you go and easily keep the ideas 

flowing for all of your writing projects in the office, at 

school or on the go.  

Personalise your writing with style with this slim rollerball 

pen refill that fits easily into Sheaffer rollerball pens to  

create a quality companion for students and professionals 

alike.  

RRP £5.50  



LAMY M16 BALL PEN REFILLS BLACK & BLUE 

Medium point black and blue ballpoint refills for virtually all Lamy ballpens except pico,  

agenda, pickup, scribble, spirit and the multipens. 106mm long, 6mm diameter. 

 RRP £3.60   

RRP £3.60   

LAMY INK CONVERTOR  

Converter for logo, St. Linea, cp1 and studio fountain pens. Replaces cartridge to  

enable use of bottled ink. Screw-type piston converter. Previously known as the Z26.  

RRP £4.50   

LAMY M66 ROLLER BALL REFILLS BLACK 

Medium point liquid ink rollerball refill for Lamy swift, tipo and dialog 2. 113mm long, 7mm diameter 

SHEAFFER VFM STROBE SILVER NICKEL PLATE FOUNTAIN PEN & BALL PEN SET  

Strobe Silver Fountain Pen and Ball Pen set with nickel plating.  

Supplied in a Sheaffer hinged gift box.  

ORIGINAL RRP £29.99    OFFER RRP £24.99     



LAMY SAFARI FOUNTAIN PENS BLISTER CARDED  

Lamy fountain pens with cartridge filling system and convertor compatible.  

Each pen features a polished steel nib and measures 13.97 x 1.27 x 1.59 cm . 

 

RRP £19.99   

LAMY INK CARTRIDGES  -  BLACK & BLUE PACKS OF 5 

Packs of 5 T10 Lamy ink cartridges in black or blue  

suitable for all Lamy fountain pens.  

RRP £2.49   


